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Chess
 
Kindly apply the patience,
For tough and tricky is the game,
Graduation from the amatureness,
Definately comming soon,
 
 
The continous parttern formation,
In offguard as the state,
Withdraw the passion desire,
To shine in amature 'pool',
 
 
For patience accurately pays,
With salutation from the 'stars',
Auto-ranking in the position,
The captain i'd rather recomend,
 
 
With first class educatuon graduation,
Implies the start of suffering,
'Captive'in immoral acts,
A threat to the society,
 
 
Irony of the low education gratuaters,
Beneficially became to the society,
In conclusion i'd rather say,
Life is like a chess that we should chase.
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Corruption
 
Adored in embracement,
Among the community majority,
Ignorant of the possible out come,
Profitation being the priority,
 
 
Addicted with the desire,
Quenching the 'thirst',
Opportunity after another,
The law remains a barden,
 
 
Our great reputation,
Among the African nations,
The truth persecution,
For 'lamination' of the 'pademic',
 
 
Continous became the chain,
Generation after another,
'Mutating' the only cure,
Defenceless became the 'immune',
 
 
The official scandalous,
confidently 'defat' the truth,
In absentia of the scandlemongers,
Depiction of the rolemodels is adhered to.
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Enviroment
 
Two are the roads diverging,
Linking the diffrent destination definately,
Though with thinking ability,
Equal shall never be ranked,
 
 
Dwell on the habit of brutality,
Unmindful of the innocent creatures,
Toxicating the normal condition,
'Dehydration of the lifespan i can say,
 
 
The act of double trouble,
Hindering the biological lifespan by feeling high,
Together with ozone as the recepient,
Outcome result as global warming,
 
 
Even with the depature of our great pioneer heroins,
With crenation as a means of goodbye,
To redeem and maintain the beauty of the earth,
By securing the catchment water areas,
 
 
The green belt movement is now vanishing,
On the violation of the great effort made on it,
Captivating every positive move made by the movement,
Drought and femine inturn shall be our cry.
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Farewell
 
seasons marked the start,
The journey to our destiny,
Though tough it became,
Hope became the only option,
 
 
Together we chose to abide,
Working together in union,
Eradicating the spirit of infailure,
Among the class'minority',
 
 
The hard work of struggle,
Our moves you managed to monitor,
Bravo is our dedication,
To our concernig teachers,
 
 
For it is around the corner,
The graduation remarker,
To begin another life,
The hustle struggle style,
 
 
Wellfare to all brothers,
For pamanent shall be the depature,
To the Mosthigh we submit our trust,
To see again one another
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Mother
 
Little did iknow,
With the heart of cincern,
You chose to love and care,
To build our futre foundation,
 
 
Great keen in assortment,
The good to be consumed,
Shaped my weard moves,
Character is the evidence,
 
 
Sacrifice you chose to adore,
The motherly care you gave,
The much we have known,
Simplifies your effort of struggle,
 
 
The right from bad,
Definately decission can make,
Great honour and appreciation,
For the transition you've took me through.
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Politicians
 
For humble and innocent is the drama of approach,
Promises and vows reveal their innosence,
In absentia of the willing determined citizens,
Captive they remain restrained in the trap,
 
 
With confidence is the cast of redemtion,
To install the deserving to the society,
For physical 'renovation' of the home,
The precious home to be enlightened,
 
 
On access of the destination via the 'bridge',
Usless eventually becomes its status,
Despite of the promises made,
Invalid remains to the only hope,
 
 
Now it is time to wake up,
Say no to their slogans,
For actions speak louder than words,
Inconjuction devote for corruption,
 
 
Positive change shall come out automatically,
Since their wieard moves shall reveal their wicked intentions,
Despite of our ethnicity,
Unity shall open every door.
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Queen
 
Illumination from the dark,
Equipped with the assured innosence insuarance,
'Potential'exposure with pearpressure,
Critical implies to the condition,
 
 
Mental saturation with the condemnation,
Lamination of the truth on subject reveal,
Being part of their 'symphony',
The physical bodyrenovation,
 
 
Upstairs blessed was everybody,
Depiction of much concetrated stupidity,
Much concetrated on weard acts,
Implies the need for volunteer Aid,
 
 
Strive to the attention seeking,
To make it up by the makeup,
Shackling the beautiful 'flower',
With untreated diagnosis,
 
 
Personal need for stupidity dillution,
To validate the precious 'egg',
For life is a blessing,
You've adoen to make it a curse.
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